Cholinergic signaling inhibits oxalate transport by human intestinal T84 cells
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UROLITHIASIS IS ONE OF THE MOST common urologic diseases in industrialized societies (3). Seventy to eighty percent of kidney stones are composed of calcium oxalate (3). Urinary oxalate is an important determinant of the level of calcium oxalate supersaturation, and minor changes in the levels of urinary oxalate affect the risk for stone formation (67). In patients with recurrent calcium oxalate stones, mild hyperoxaluria is a common finding (67). Moreover, in males with recurrent calcium oxalate stones, the amount and size of calcium oxalate crystals, as well as the severity of the disease, were shown to be highly related to their urinary excretion of oxalate (67).1

The mammalian intestinal tract plays a major role in oxalate homeostasis by acting as a site for dietary oxalate absorption as well as an avenue, together with the kidneys, for oxalate excretion. The amount excreted in the urine depends on dietary intake, net intestinal absorption, endogenous production, and renal clearance. Intestinal transport of oxalate takes place either passively through the paracellular pathway, or actively through the transcellular (transepithelial) pathway (38). The transcellular pathway is mediated by integral membrane proteins (anion exchangers and channels) located at the apical and basolateral poles of the enterocyte and is of significant importance as it is potentially regulated (38).

Anion exchanger SLC26A6 is expressed in the apical membranes of many tissues including enterocytes. Studies in Slc26a6-/- null mice revealed that SLC26A6 plays a major constitutive role in limiting net absorption of ingested oxalate, thereby preventing hyperoxaluria and calcium oxalate urolithiasis (45). Thus, intestinal oxalate secretion mediated by SLC26A6 plays a major constitutive role in limiting net absorption of ingested oxalate, thereby preventing hyperoxaluria and calcium oxalate urolithiasis. Defects in the function or regulation of this key transporter are potential molecular mechanisms predisposing to calcium oxalate urolithiasis in humans. Therefore, elucidating the molecular mechanisms regulating SLC26A6 is of potential physiologic and therapeutic importance.

We had previously found that PKC-δ activation negatively regulates Slc26a6 activity in mouse duodenal tissue under physiologic conditions (37). Given the essential role of Slc26a6 in intestinal oxalate secretion, it was of great interest to determine the physiological factors that may regulate Slc26a6 through PKC-δ activation. Therefore, to search for a model to screen for such potential physiological factors, we examined the human intestinal cell line, T84, which endogenously expresses SLC26A6 (80). We find that carbachol (c-bamyl choline) negatively regulates oxalate transport by reducing SLC26A6 surface expression in T84 cells through signaling pathways including the M3 muscarinic receptor, phospholipase C, PKC-δ, and c-Src.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture. T84 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) and were grown in DMEM-F-12 culture medium supplemented with 5–10% fetal bovine serum, 50 U/ml penicillin, and 50 mg/ml streptomycin at 37°C in 5% CO2-95% air. Oxalate flux and other studies described below were performed using confluent cells grown for 6–14 days postplating on 24-well plastic supports and/or on 0.4-μm collagen-coated polystyrene transwell membrane filters (Corning, Corning, NY) in 12- and/or 24-mm inserts, following overnight serum starvation (7, 9, 69). For Ussing chamber studies, T84 cells were similarly grown on 0.4-μm collagen-coated 12-mm Snapwell inserts (Corning). Maturation of the monolayers grown on transwell-permeable supports was monitored by measuring the transepithelial resistance (TER) using EVOM2 Epithe-
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Radioactive flux studies. T84 cells were grown as described above. After aspiration of the culture medium, the cells were incubated in an isotonic NaCl solution (in mM: 120 NaCl, 2 CaCl₂, 1 MgCl₂, 20 HEPES, 5 glucose, titrated with Tris base to pH 7.4) at room temperature for 30 min. This solution was then aspirated and replaced with a Cl⁻-free solution (in mM: 130 K-gluconate, 5 glucose, 20 HEPES, pH 7.4) or a Cl⁻ solution (in mM: 130 KCl, 5 glucose, 20 HEPES, pH 7.4) containing 9 μM [14C]oxalate for 6 min. This 6-min period was chosen because it falls within the linear range of oxalate uptake by these cells. The influx of radiolabeled oxalate was terminated by two to three rapid washes of the cell monolayers with ice-cold Cl⁻-free solution. The cells were then solubilized in 0.2 N NaOH followed by neutralization with an equivalent amount of 0.2 N HCl. The solubilized cells were then transferred to vials with scintillation fluid (Opti-Fluor, Packard), and the radioactivity was measured by scintillation spectrometry. Flux studies on cells grown on transwells were similarly performed as above, with the flux solution added to the apical side (top) or the basolateral side (bottom) of the transwell when assessing unidirectional apical or basolateral influx, respectively. Transwells were similarly performed as above, with the flux solution added to the apical side (top) or the basolateral side (bottom) of the transwell when assessing unidirectional apical or basolateral influx, respectively. The influx of radiolabeled oxalate was similarly terminated, and the transwells were placed upside down and were allowed to dry for several minutes. Membrane filters containing the cells were cut from the support and placed into vials with scintillation fluid, and radioactivity was similarly measured following overnight solubilization.

PKC-δ translocation. For the translocation studies, T84 cells were grown and serum starved as described above. Cells were treated with vehicle (control) or 150 μM carbachol (CCH) for 90 min (60 min in the culture medium and 30 min in the NaCl solution) followed by washing × 3 in ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The cells were then scraped into 400 μl ice-cold homogenization buffer (in mmol/l: 250 sucrose, 20 Tris-HCl, 4 ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 2 ethylene glycol-bis-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid, titrated with NaOH to pH 7.5) containing complete protease inhibitor cocktail tablets (Complete; Roche Applied Science), and subsequently homogenized on ice with 25 strokes of a glass tissue homogenizer. The homogenate was then centrifuged (12,500 g, 4°C, 20 min) (Optima TLX Ultracentrifuge; Beckman, Fullerton, CA), and the supernatant was saved as the cytosolic fraction (31). The pellet was resuspended in 150 μl of the homogenization buffer containing 0.5% (vol/vol) Triton X-100, incubated on ice for 30 min, followed by centrifugation (18,300 g, 4°C, 20 min), and the resulting supernatant was saved as the membrane fraction (31). PKC-δ immunoreactivity in these fractions was tested by immunoblotting using a commercially available PKC-δ specific antibody (Santa Cruz).

SCLC26A6 knockdown in T84 cells. To knock down SLC26A6 expression in T84 cells, pre-designed SureSilencing shRNA plasmids were prepared by Superarray Bioscience (Frederick, MD). Each vector expresses a short hairpin RNA, or shRNA, under control of the U1 promoter and neomycin resistance gene. Transfection-grade plasmid DNA was prepared by transforming these plasmids into competent Escherichia coli cells following Stratagene’s protocol. To accomplish SLC26A6 knockdown in T84 cells, 2 × 10⁶ cells were transfected (UT) or nucleofected with 12 μg of shRNA plasmid DNA (NC = negative control shRNA or S1 and S2 = shRNAs targeting SLC26A6) using the Cell Line Nucleofector K (Amaxa; catalog no. VCA-1002; Program T-005). The shRNA sequences for S1 and S2 are 5'-CAACGTGGAGGACTGCAAGAT-3' and 5'-CAATCGGGCGATCTGCTTAT-3', respectively. The negative control shRNA is a scrambled artificial sequence that does not match any human, mouse, or rat gene. Stable shRNA-expressing cells were selected using neomycin (G418: 1,000 μg/ml; Invitrogen), with the medium being changed every 2–3 days. The minimum G418 concentration necessary to kill untransfected cells (the effective concentration) was determined by generating a dose-response curve and found to be 1,000 μg/ml. The selection process was continued until enough cells were available for the generation of a frozen stock and for isolation of total RNA. After a frozen stock was made, the cells (polyclonal population) were continued to be grown in media containing a maintenance G418 concentration (50% of the effective concentration).

SDS-PAGE, Western blotting, and immunoprecipitation. T84 cells were scraped and lysed in lysis buffer (in mM: 150 NaCl, 50 Tris-HCl, 5 EDTA, 50 sodium fluoride, 15 sodium pyrophosphate, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, pH 7.4) supplemented with Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche Diagnostics), the lysate was then centrifuged (14,000 g, 4°C, 10 min), and the supernatant was retained for gel electrophoresis. Total protein levels were determined, and equal amounts of protein lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE using 7.5% polyacrylamide gels, with subsequent electrotransfer to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF, Immobilon-P, Millipore). Following transfer, all immunoblots were stained with Ponceau S Solution [0.1% Ponceau S (wt/vol) in 5% acetic acid (vol/vol)]. For Western blot analysis, PVDF strips were incubated first in blot (5% nonfat dry milk and 0.1% Tween 20 in PBS) for 1 h to block nonspecific binding. Immunoblots were then incubated for 1 h with anti-PKC-δ antibody (1:200 dilution; catalog no. sc-937, Santa Cruz), or overnight at 4°C with anti-SLC26A6 antibody (1:100 dilution; catalog no. sc-26728, Santa Cruz), or anti-GAPDH antibody (1:1,000–5,000 dilution; catalog no. sc-32233, Santa Cruz). The strips then were washed in blotto and incubated for 1 h with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:10,000 dilution; donkey anti-rabbit, anti-mouse, or anti-goat IgG, Jackson Laboratory). Antibody reactivity was detected with the enhanced chemiluminescence system (Western Lightning Plus-ECL, Perkin Elmer, and SuperSignal West, Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

To define the specific Src kinase(s) involved in the observed regulation, we examined whether carbachol stimulates phosphorylation of the Src family kinases c-Src and/or Fyn, which are known to be expressed in T84 cells (77). To this end, T84 cells were treated with vehicle (control) or 150 μM carbachol for 90 min (60 min in the culture medium and 30 min in the NaCl solution), washed with PBS, and total protein lysates were then prepared as described above. Equal amounts of total protein lysates were then incubated with monoclonal anti-c-Src or anti-Fyn antibody (catalog no. 05-184 and 06-133; Upstate Biotechnology) overnight at 4°C. The immune complexes were then precipitated using protein G-agarose beads (GE Healthcare). The immunoprecipitates were collected by centrifugation and washed five times with the lysis buffer. After separation by SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred to immunoblots as above. To detect the phosphorylation of c-Src and/or Fyn, immunoblots were incubated for 1 h at room temperature in blocking buffer [0.1% Tween 20 and 5% nonfat dry milk in Tris-buffered saline (TBS)]. Immunoblots were then incubated overnight at 4°C with anti-phospho-Src Tyr416 (1:1,000 dilution; catalog no. 2101; Cell Signaling Technology) in the dilution buffer (0.1% Tween 20 and 5% bovine serum albumin in TBS). The membranes were washed for 5 min × 3 with the wash buffer (0.1% Tween 20 in TBS). Immunoblots were then incubated for 1 h with HRP-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody, and antibody reactivity was detected as described above.

Surface biotinylation. For the surface biotinylation studies, T84 cells were grown and serum starved as described above. Cells were treated with vehicle (control) or 150 μM carbachol for 90 min (60 min in the culture medium and 30 min in the NaCl solution) followed by washing × 1 in ice-cold PBS containing 0.1 mM CaCl₂ and 1 mM MgCl₂ (PBS + CM). To biotinylate apical membrane proteins (with all steps performed on ice and/or in a cold room), T84 cells were first incubated in PBS + CM containing 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) for 10-min × 2 with gentle shaking to remove the accumulated surface mucus as previously reported (71). T84 cell was washed for 5–10 min × 3 with PBS + CM to remove all excess DTT. Subsequently,
cells were incubated with 1–2 mg/ml of the biotinylation reagent Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin (Thermo Scientific) in PBS + CM (pH 8) for 30 min × 2 (37), followed by washing × 2 in ice-cold PBS + CM. The cells were then incubated in PBS + CM containing 100 mM glycine for 15 min to quench excess biotin, and subsequently washed × 2 with PBS + CM. Total protein lysates were prepared as described above, and normalized samples were incubated overnight with 150–200 µl of streptavidin agarose beads (Thermo Scientific). Biotinylated proteins were dissociated from the beads with sample buffer (10% SDS, 2% β-mercaptoethanol, 20% glycerol, 5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8) containing 100 mM DTT, as well as by boiling for 2 min. After separation by SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred to immunoblots and probed with the anti-SLC26A6 antibody as above.

Short-circuit current measurement. For short-circuit current (Isc) measurement, T84 cell monolayers, prepared as described above, were mounted in modified Ussing chambers (Physiological Instruments, San Diego, CA). The mucosal and serosal surfaces of the monolayer were bathed with 4 ml of warmed (37°C), Ringer buffer (140 mM Na+, 119.6 mM Cl−, 5.2 mM K+, 1.2 mM Mg2+, 1.2 mM Ca2+, 25 mM HCO3−, 2.4 mM HPO4−, 0.4 mM H2PO4−, pH 7.4, gassed with 95% O2–5% CO2) containing 10 mM mannitol or glucose on the mucosal or serosal side, respectively. Transepithelial short-circuit current (Isc), resistance, and total tissue conductance (Gt) across monolayers were continuously recorded (at 20-s intervals) using Acquire and Analyze software (Physiological Instruments). Following a 15-min equilibration period, vehicle or the chloride channel blocker CFTR inhibitor-172 (10 µM) was added to the mucosal side of matched pairs of monolayers (Gt ≤ 20%) for 15 min, followed by the addition of carbachol (150 µM) to the serosal side to elicit chloride secretion.

Materials. Carbachol, U73122, U73343, PP2, SB 202190, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), U73122, U73343, PP2, SB 202190, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), CFTR inhibitor-172, Gö6976, and SB 202190 were dissolved in DMSO and stored at 4°C. U73122 and SB 202190, were dissolved in DMSO and made fresh before use. Of note is that T84 cells were transfected with two shRNAs (S1 and -2) targeting SLC26A6, as well as a negative control shRNA (NC), and cells stably expressing these shRNAs were selected using neomycin. Using immunoblotting and shown in Fig. 2, A and B, S2 shRNA significantly reduced SLC26A6 protein expression level by ~64%. Equal loading was verified by probing the lower half of the same blot with an anti-GAPDH antibody and observing no significant difference (Fig. 2A). Importantly, and as shown in Fig. 3, S2 shRNA significantly reduced Cl-oxalate exchange activity on the apical side [where SLC26A6 is expressed (80)] by >57%, with no effect on the Cl-oxalate exchange activity measured on the basal side. It should be noted that S1 shRNA, which did not significantly reduce SLC26A6 expression, also had no significant effect on oxalate influx (in pmol·cm⁻²·min⁻¹; UT = 1.16 ± 0.19; NC = 1.35 ± 0.03; S1 = 1.12 ± 0.01; S2 = 0.38 ± 0.01). Collectively, these

RESULTS

To functionally characterize T84 cells, we examined whether these cells are capable of transporting oxalate measured as influx of radioactive [¹⁴C]oxalate in exchange for intracellular Cl⁻ (Cli). To this end, after incubation in the isotonic NaCl solution described above, radioactive [¹⁴C]oxalate influx into these cells was measured by replacing the solution with a Cl⁻-free solution (Cli > extracellular Cl (Clm)) or a Cl solution (Clm > Cl) containing 9 µM [¹⁴C]oxalate for 6 min. Shown in Figure 1, imposing an outward Cl gradient by removing extracellular Cl (Clm > Clm) caused significant stimulation of [¹⁴C]oxalate uptake (gluconate), which is greatly inhibited by external Cl (Clm > Clm), consistent with Cl-oxalate exchange.

The addition of the anion exchange inhibitor DIDS (100 µM) during the influx period led to significant inhibition of oxalate uptake by T84 cells (gluconate + DIDS). These findings of a Cl-oxalate exchange activity which is DIDS-sensitive indicate transport characteristics described for SLC26A6 when expressed in Xenopus oocytes (50). Of note is that T84 cells express the anion exchanger SLC26A3 in addition to SLC26A6 (80). However, SLC26A3 transports oxalate poorly and it is relatively DIDS-insensitive when expressed in Xenopus oocytes (15). Accordingly, it is most likely that Cl-oxalate exchange activity (i.e., [¹⁴C]oxalate uptake in the presence of an outward Cl gradient) in T84 cells is mediated by SLC26A6.

To characterize T84 cells as a valid model to study SLC26A6 regulation, it is critical to confirm that the observed oxalate transport is indeed mediated by SLC26A6. To this end, SLC26A6 knockout studies were performed. T84 cells were transfected with two shRNAs (S1 and -2) targeting SLC26A6, as well as a negative control shRNA (NC), and cells stably expressing these shRNAs were selected using neomycin. Using immunoblotting and shown in Fig. 2, A and B, S2 shRNA significantly reduced SLC26A6 protein expression level by ~64%. Equal loading was verified by probing the lower half of the same blot with an anti-GAPDH antibody and observing no significant difference (Fig. 2A). Importantly, and as shown in Fig. 3, S2 shRNA significantly reduced Cl-oxalate exchange activity on the apical side [where SLC26A6 is expressed (80)] by >57%, with no effect on the Cl-oxalate exchange activity measured on the basal side. It should be noted that S1 shRNA, which did not significantly reduce SLC26A6 expression, also had no significant effect on oxalate influx (in pmol·cm⁻²·min⁻¹; UT = 1.16 ± 0.19; NC = 1.35 ± 0.03; S1 = 1.12 ± 0.01; S2 = 0.38 ± 0.01). Collectively, these

Fig. 1. Functional characterization of T84 cells. T84 cells were first incubated as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS in NaCl solution for 30 min, which then was replaced with a Cl⁻-free solution [intracellular Cl (Clm) > extracellular Cl (Clm)] in the absence of (gluconate) or presence of 100 µM of the anion exchange inhibitor DIDS (gluconate + DIDS), or a chloride solution (Clm > Clm) containing [¹⁴C]oxalate for 6 min. Values are means ± SE of 3 independent experiments each of which was done in triplicate and was normalized to the respective control (gluconate) value ([¹⁴C]oxalate uptake rate = 3.04 ± 0.75 pmol·cm⁻²·min⁻¹). All experiments were performed on plastic-grown cells. Both DIDS and the presence of chloride (Clm > Clm) significantly inhibited [¹⁴C]oxalate uptake (P < 0.001, by ANOVA).
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results confirm that the apical Cl-oxalate exchange activity observed in T84 cells is indeed largely mediated by SLC26A6 and thus strongly support the use of oxalate transport measurements in T84 cells as a valid model to study SLC26A6 regulation.

We next examined whether PKC activation will inhibit oxalate transport by T84 cells as previously observed for Slc26a6 expressed in Xenopus oocytes and for Slc26a6 endogenously expressed in mouse duodenal tissue (37). For this purpose, T84 cells were preincubated with the PKC activator PMA for 45 min before [14C]oxalate uptake was measured in the presence of an outward Cl gradient. Illustrated in Fig. 4A, preincubation with PMA caused significant inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. To characterize the PKC signaling pathway mediating PMA inhibition of oxalate transport in T84 cells, we tested the effects of the PKC inhibitors Gö6983 [5 μM (26, 61, 72)] and Gö6976 [100 nM (53, 61, 62, 69)] on the PMA-induced suppression of [14C]oxalate. As seen in Fig. 4A, Gö6983 completely blocked the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells, whereas it had no significant effect on baseline transport measured in the absence of PMA. On the other hand, Gö6976 had no significant effect on the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells or on baseline transport. As indicated in MATERIALS AND METHODS, we have tested up to 2 μM Gö6976 and we did not see an effect. These results indicate that the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells is due to activation of a Gö6983-sensitive PKC signaling pathway, just as in the case of Slc26a6 expressed in Xenopus oocytes (37). Of note is that PMA [as reported before during the initial 60 min (74)] and the PKC inhibitors (alone or in combination with PMA) were found not to affect the TER (mean TER in Ω·cm² = 1,338.6 ± 36.3) under the conditions of these experiments, indicating that they do not affect the paracellular permeability.

Gö6976 has highest affinity for the classical calcium-dependent PKC isozymes (PKC-I) and the novel isozyme PKC-μ (35, 57). Thus, our observation that Gö6976 had no effect on the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells suggests that PMA does not mediate its suppressive effect on oxalate transport by activating cPKC isoforms or PKC-μ. In contrast, Gö6983 is a high-affinity inhibitor of not only cPKC isoforms, but also PKC-δ and PKC-ζ (35, 66). Therefore, our finding that PMA-induced suppression of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells was completely blocked by Gö6983 suggests a potential role for PKC-δ since PKC-ζ is a atypical PKC that is not activated by phorbol esters (44).

To provide additional evidence for the role of PKC-δ in mediating inhibition of oxalate transport in T84 cells, we tested the effect of rottlerin, a relatively selective inhibitor of PKC-δ-sensitive processes in intact cells (20, 36, 43, 65, 74, 76). Interestingly, as reported for Slc26a6 expressed in Xenopus oocytes and endogenous Slc26a6 activity in mouse duodenal transport in T84 cells, we tested the effects of the PKC inhibitors Gö6983 [5 μM (26, 61, 72)] and Gö6976 [100 nM (53, 61, 62, 69)] on the PMA-induced suppression of [14C]oxalate. As seen in Fig. 4A, Gö6983 completely blocked the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells, whereas it had no significant effect on baseline transport measured in the absence of PMA. On the other hand, Gö6976 had no significant effect on the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells or on baseline transport. As indicated in MATERIALS AND METHODS, we have tested up to 2 μM Gö6976 and we did not see an effect. These results indicate that the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells is due to activation of a Gö6983-sensitive PKC signaling pathway, just as in the case of Slc26a6 expressed in Xenopus oocytes (37). Of note is that PMA [as reported before during the initial 60 min (74)] and the PKC inhibitors (alone or in combination with PMA) were found not to affect the TER (mean TER in Ω·cm² = 1,338.6 ± 36.3) under the conditions of these experiments, indicating that they do not affect the paracellular permeability.

Gö6976 has highest affinity for the classical calcium-dependent PKC isozymes (PKC-I) and the novel isozyme PKC-μ (35, 57). Thus, our observation that Gö6976 had no effect on the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells suggests that PMA does not mediate its suppressive effect on oxalate transport by activating cPKC isoforms or PKC-μ. In contrast, Gö6983 is a high-affinity inhibitor of not only cPKC isoforms, but also PKC-δ and PKC-ζ (35, 66). Therefore, our finding that PMA-induced suppression of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells was completely blocked by Gö6983 suggests a potential role for PKC-δ since PKC-ζ is a atypical PKC that is not activated by phorbol esters (44).

To provide additional evidence for the role of PKC-δ in mediating inhibition of oxalate transport in T84 cells, we tested the effect of rottlerin, a relatively selective inhibitor of PKC-δ-sensitive processes in intact cells (20, 36, 43, 65, 74, 76). Interestingly, as reported for Slc26a6 expressed in Xenopus oocytes and endogenous Slc26a6 activity in mouse duodenal
tissue (37), rottlerin completely blocked the PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells, whereas it had no significant effect on baseline transport measured in the absence of PMA (Fig. 4B). Importantly, rottlerin or PMA + rottlerin were found not to affect the TER (mean TER in Ω·cm² = 1,197.6 ± 13.5) under the conditions of these experiments. Collectively, these results suggest that PKC-α activation similarly regulates oxalate transport activity in T84 cells as observed with murine Slc26a6 expressed in Xenopus oocytes and with Slc26a6 endogenously expressed in mouse duodenal tissue. These findings thus support use of the T84 intestinal cell line as a valid model to study regulation of SLC26A6 in a manner similar to the behavior of the endogenous transporter in native tissues under physiological conditions.

Cholinergic signaling has been reported to modulate intestinal ion transport through signaling pathways including PKC activation (27, 40). We therefore examined whether cholinergic stimulation with carbachol modulates [14C]oxalate transport by T84 cells. Shown in Fig. 5A, preincubation of T84 cells grown on transwell inserts with carbachol [150 μM (5, 24, 33); apically or basolaterally] for 90 min caused significant inhibition of apical [14C]oxalate uptake. Carbachol similarly inhibited [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells grown on plastic supports (Fig. 5B). Under the same conditions carbachol had no significant effect on the TER (mean TER in Ω·cm² = 1,471.7 ± 18.4), as previously reported (74).

The most straightforward interpretation of the observation that carbachol inhibits Cl-oxalate exchange is that this...
SLC26A6 activity.

carbachol-induced chloride secretion failed to diminish the effect of carbachol on 
[14C]oxalate uptake rate ($= 0.94 \pm 0.12 \mu\text{mol}\cdot\text{cm}^{-2}\cdot\text{min}^{-1}$). All experiments were performed on transwell-grown cells. CFTR inhibitor-172 has no significant effect on the inhibition induced by carbachol.

To evaluate whether carbachol negatively regulates [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells through PKC-δ activation, we tested the effect of rottlerin. Shown in Fig. 7, rottlerin completely blocked carbachol-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells, whereas it had no significant effect on baseline transport measured in the absence of carbachol. These data suggest that carbachol negatively regulates [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells through PKC-δ activation. Since a hallmark of PKC activation is the translocation of the activated PKC isoform(s) from the soluble (cytosolic) to the particulate (membrane) fraction (59), we evaluated whether carbachol, under the same conditions leading to inhibition of oxalate transport, induces PKC-δ translocation from the cytosol to the membrane fraction of T84 cells. Shown in Fig. 8, carbachol under these conditions led to significant translocation of PKC-δ from the cytosol to the membrane fraction of T84 cells. These results demonstrate the association between the observed suppression of oxalate transport in T84 cells with the biochemical translocation of PKC-δ and provide further evidence that PKC-δ can be the involved isoform.

Carbachol modulates epithelial cell function via muscarinic receptors (M1–5), which are linked, through G proteins, to a
Fig. 8. Effect of carbachol on PKC-β translocation in T84 cells. A: representative Western blot analysis of PKC-β (60 μg protein/lane). T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control) or 150 μM carbachol for 90 min before cytosolic (C) and membrane (M) fractions were collected as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. B: densitometry of immunoblot results. Western blot band density was quantified using NIH Scion Image software. Values are means ± SE of 3 independent experiments each of which was done in triplicate and was normalized to the respective g protein/lane). T84 cells were preincubated with the phospholipase C inhibitor U73122 or its inactive analog U73343 [10 μM (4)] before incubation with carbachol and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured. Illustrated in Fig. 10, U73122 greatly reduced the inhibitory effect of carbachol on [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells, whereas U73343 had no significant effect. Both U73122 and U73343 had no significant effect on baseline transport.

Fig. 9. Effect of muscarinic receptor blockade on carbachol-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. A: T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control), 150 μM carbachol for 90 min, 1 μM atropine (ATR; a nonspecific muscarinic receptor antagonist) for 15 min followed by 150 μM carbachol with continued presence of atropine for 90 min (CCH + ATR), or 1 μM atropine alone for 105 min (ATR), and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Values are means ± SE of 3 independent experiments each of which was done in triplicate and was normalized to the respective control value ([14C]oxalate uptake rate = 1.73 ± 0.30 pmol·cm−2·min−1). All experiments were performed on plastic-grown cells. Atropine significantly reduced the inhibition induced by carbachol (P < 0.01, by ANOVA). B: T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control), 150 μM carbachol for 90 min, 200 nM 4-diphenylacetoxy-N-methylpiperidine methiodide (4-DAMP; an M3 muscarinic receptor antagonist) for 15 min followed by 150 μM carbachol and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Values are means ± SE of 6 independent experiments each of which was done in triplicate and was normalized to the respective control value ([14C]oxalate uptake rate = 1.17 ± 0.22 pmol·cm−2·min−1). All experiments were performed on plastic-grown cells. 4-DAMP significantly reduced the inhibition induced by carbachol (P < 0.001, by ANOVA).
measured in the absence of carbachol. These results indicate that phospholipase C is involved in the signaling pathway leading to inhibition of oxalate transport by carbachol.

PKC activation has been shown to stimulate ERK activation in T84 cells, and carbachol-induced activation of PKC-ε has been shown to mediate ERK activation by a sequential stimulation of Ras, Raf, and MAPK in human neuroblastoma cells (18, 48). Therefore, it is of interest to determine whether MAP kinases lie downstream of PKC-ε in the carbachol-induced signal transduction cascade leading to inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. To this end, we tested the effects of the MEK/ERK1/2 inhibitor PD98059 and the p38 inhibitor SB 202190. Shown in Fig. 11, A and B, preincubation of T84 cells with PD98059 [10 μM (63)] and SB 202190 [10 μM (63)] before incubation with carbachol (CCH + PD98059 and CCH + SB) had no significant effect on the inhibitory action of carbachol on [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. These findings indicate that the MAP kinases ERK1/2 and p38 are unlikely to be involved in the carbachol-induced signal transduction cascade leading to inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells.

Carbachol had been shown to modulate Cl secretion by T84 cells through pathways involving tyrosine kinases (47). To examine whether tyrosine kinases are involved in carbachol inhibitory regulation of oxalate transport in T84 cells, we tested the effect of the specific Src family kinase inhibitor PP2 [10 μM (13)]. As seen in Fig. 12A, preincubation of T84 cells with PP2 before incubation with carbachol (CCH + PP2) led to significant attenuation of carbachol-induced inhibition of oxalate transport (by 48%), whereas it had no significant effect on baseline transport measured in the absence of carba-

---

**Fig. 10.** Effect of the phospholipase C inhibitor U73122 and its inactive analog U73343 on carbachol-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control), 150 μM carbachol for 90 min, 10 μM U73122 or U73343 for 30 min followed by 150 μM carbachol with continued presence of U73122 (CCH + U73122) or U73343 (CCH + U73343) for 90 min, or 10 μM U73122 (U73122) or U73343 (U73343) alone for 120 min, and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Values are means ± SE of 9 independent experiments (6 on plastic- and 3 on transwell-grown cells) each of which was done in duplicate or triplicate and was normalized to the respective control value ([14C]oxalate uptake rate = 2.08 ± 0.34 pmol·cm⁻²·min⁻¹). U73122 significantly reduced the inhibition induced by carbachol (P < 0.05, by ANOVA).

**Fig. 11.** Effect of ERK1/2 and p38 inhibition on carbachol-induced suppression of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. A: T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control), 150 μM carbachol for 90 min, or 10 μM of the MEK/ERK1/2 inhibitor PD98059 for 15 min followed by 150 μM carbachol with continued presence of PD98059 for 90 min (CCH + PD98059), or 10 μM PD98059 alone for 105 min (PD98059), and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Values are means ± SE of 3 independent experiments each of which was done in triplicate and was normalized to the respective control value ([14C]oxalate uptake rate = 1.12 ± 0.26 pmol·cm⁻²·min⁻¹). All experiments were performed on plastic-grown cells. B: T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control), 150 μM carbachol for 90 min, or 10 μM of the p38 inhibitor SB 202190 for 60 min followed by 150 μM carbachol with continued presence of SB 202190 for 90 min (CCH + SB), or 10 μM SB 202190 alone for 150 min (SB), and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Values are means ± SE of 3 independent experiments each of which was done in triplicate and was normalized to the respective control value ([14C]oxalate uptake rate = 1.57 ± 0.59 pmol·cm⁻²·min⁻¹). All experiments were performed on plastic-grown cells. PD98059 and SB 202190 had no significant effect on the inhibition induced by carbachol.
These results indicate that one or more of the Src family kinase(s) is (are) involved in the signaling transduction cascade leading to inhibition of oxalate transport by carbachol in T84 cells. Of note is that we had also tested the effects of the nonspecific tyrosine kinase inhibitors herbimycin A and tyrphostin A25. We found that these inhibitors had no significant effect on the observed regulation but tended to suppress baseline transport (data not shown). It is therefore possible that these nonspecific inhibitors might have a limited inhibitory activity against the involved Src family kinases.

To determine whether the involved Src kinase(s) is (are) upstream or downstream of PKC-δ, we examined the effect of PP2 on PMA-induced inhibition of oxalate transport. To this end, T84 cells were preincubated with PP2 before incubation with PMA (PMA/PP2) and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured. Illustrated in Fig. 12B, PP2 significantly attenuated PMA-induced inhibition of oxalate transport by T84 cells (by ~41%), whereas it had no significant effect on baseline transport measured in the absence of PMA. These data suggest that the involved Src kinase(s) lie(s) downstream of PKC-δ in the signaling transduction cascade leading to inhibition of oxalate transport by carbachol in T84 cells.

We next examined whether carbachol stimulates phosphorylation of the Src family kinases c-Src and/or Fyn, which are known to be expressed in T84 cells (77). Equal amounts of total protein lysates from vehicle (control)- and carbachol-treated T84 cells were immunoprecipitated with an anti-c-Src, and then immunoblots were prepared and probed with phospho-Src family (Tyr416) antibody. We found that under the same conditions leading to inhibition of oxalate transport, carbachol significantly stimulated c-Src phosphorylation in T84 cells (Fig. 13) without an effect on total c-Src expression. In contrast, carbachol had no significant effect on Fyn phosphorylation (data not shown).

---

**Fig. 12.** Effect of the Src family kinase inhibitor PP2 on carbachol- and PMA-induced inhibition of [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. A: T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control), 150 μM carbachol for 90 min, 10 μM PP2 for 60 min followed by 150 μM carbachol with continued presence of PP2 (CCH + PP2), or 10 μM PP2 alone for 150 min (PP2), and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Values are means ± SE of 8 independent experiments each of which was done in triplicate and was normalized to the respective control value ([14C]oxalate uptake rate = 2.88 ± 0.56 pmol·cm⁻²·min⁻¹). All experiments were performed on plastic-grown cells. PP2 significantly reduced the inhibition induced by carbachol (P < 0.05, by ANOVA). B: T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control), or 200 nM PMA (PMA) for 45 min, 10 μM PP2 for 60 min followed by 200 nM PMA with continued presence of PP2 (PMA + PP2), or 10 μM PP2 alone for 105 min (PP2), and then [14C]oxalate uptake was measured as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Values are means ± SE of 5 independent experiments each of which was done in triplicate and was normalized to the respective control value ([14C]oxalate uptake rate = 0.90 ± 0.17 pmol·cm⁻²·min⁻¹). All experiments were performed on plastic-grown cells. PP2 significantly reduced the inhibition induced by PMA (P < 0.01, by ANOVA).

---

**Fig. 13.** Effect of carbachol on c-Src phosphorylation in T84 cells. A: representative Western blot analysis of phospho-c-Src (p c-Src) in T84 cells. T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control) or 150 μM carbachol for 90 min before total protein lysates were collected as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Equal amounts of protein lysates from vehicle (control)- and carbachol-treated T84 cells were immunoprecipitated with an anti-c-Src, and then immunoblots were prepared and probed with phospho-Src family (Tyr416) antibody. The blot was stripped and reprobed with an anti-c-Src (c-Src) antibody to verify equal loading of protein in each lane (bottom). B: densitometry of immunoblot results. Western blot band density was quantified using NIH Scion Image software. Values are means ± SE of 5 different experiments and are expressed as relative arbitrary units. All experiments were performed on plastic-grown cells. Carbachol led to significant stimulation of c-Src phosphorylation in T84 cells (P < 0.02, two-tailed t-test).
These results suggest that downstream of PKC-δ, the inhibitory effect of carbachol on oxalate transport by T84 cells is partially mediated by the c-Src kinase.

As a first step in elucidating the molecular mechanism(s) behind the observed cholinergic-mediated inhibition of SLC26A6 activity in T84 cells, we examined whether carbachol reduces SLC26A6 surface expression, as observed with PKC inhibition of Slc26a6 expressed in Xenopus oocytes (37). To this end, we performed surface biotinylation studies. Control or carbachol-treated cells were exposed to the surface biotinylation reagent Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin, biotinylated proteins were precipitated with streptavidin, and then immunoblots were prepared and probed with an anti-SLC26A6 antibody to assess surface SLC26A6 expression. In addition, immunoblots of T84 cell lysates were prepared and probed to assess total SLC26A6 expression. A representative immunoblot is shown in Fig. 14A, and the scanned data from five experiments are illustrated in Fig. 14B. As indicated in Fig. 14, carbachol caused significant reduction of biotin-labeled SLC26A6, which is in general agreement with the observed carbachol-induced inhibition of oxalate transport. However, total SLC26A6 abundance in cell lysate was unaffected by carbachol treatment. The lack of cell penetration of the biotinylation reagent was confirmed by the minimal biotinylation of the intracellular protein GAPDH under the conditions of the experiment (Fig. 14A). Taken together, these findings strongly indicate redistribution of SLC26A6 from the surface membrane without a change in total protein expression as the mechanism by which cholinergic signaling negatively regulates SLC26A6-mediated oxalate transport by T84 cells.

DISCUSSION

In the present study we used the human intestinal epithelial cell line T84 as a model to examine the regulation of oxalate transport mediated by anion exchanger SLC26A6. SLC26A6 knockdown in T84 cells using shRNA revealed that the apical Cl-oxalate exchange activity (i.e., [14C]oxalate uptake in the presence of an outward Cl gradient) observed in T84 cells is largely mediated by SLC26A6. It should be noted that, during the process of transepithelial oxalate secretion, SLC26A6 operates in the direction of exchanging intracellular oxalate for mucosal Cl. Nevertheless, SLC26A6 is capable of operating in either direction (46), and we measured its activity by the more convenient assay of cellular oxalate uptake.

We found that [14C]oxalate uptake by these cells is negatively regulated by the cholinergic receptor agonist carbachol. Experiments using different pharmacologic muscarinic receptor antagonists indicated that carbachol negatively regulates [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells through stimulation of the M3 muscarinic receptor. Utilizing relatively selective inhibitors as well as translocation studies, we demonstrated that carbachol likely signals through activation of phospholipase C and PKC-δ to negatively regulate [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. We also demonstrated that, downstream of PKC-δ, the inhibitory effect of carbachol on oxalate transport by T84 cells is partially mediated by the c-Src kinase. In addition, assessment of SLC26A6 localization by biotinylation indicated that reduction in surface membrane expression of the anion exchanger is the molecular mechanism underlying cholinergic-mediated inhibition of oxalate transport by T84 cells.

As stated above, the G protein-linked M3 muscarinic receptor is known to couple preferentially with phospholipase C (60). Phospholipase C induces phosphoinositide hydrolysis and generation of diacylglycerol and inositol trisphosphate (60). Diacylglycerol is capable of activating both the classical and the novel (including PKC-δ) PKC isoforms (42, 60). Using an in vitro kinase assay, PKC activation with phorbol ester (PMA) has been shown to significantly stimulate PKC-δ in T84 cells, and this stimulatory effect is completely prevented by 10 μM rottlerin (74). On the other hand, rottlerin has no effect on PMA-induced stimulation of PKC-ε in T84 cells (74). We find in this study that the same dose of rottlerin (10 μM) completely blocks the inhibitory effects of both PMA and carbachol on [14C]oxalate uptake by T84 cells. Of note is that, despite its frequent use as a relatively selective PKC-δ inhibitor (20, 36, 43, 65, 74, 76), rottlerin (in micromolar concentration) has been shown to inhibit the activity of additional unrelated kinases, and might uncouple mitochondrial respiration and reduce ATP levels (19, 58, 75). Moreover, in contrast to the complete blocking effect of rottlerin on PMA-induced stimulation of PKC-δ in T84 cells described above (74), rottlerin (10–20 μM) was shown to have no inhibitory activity against

![Fig. 14. Effect of carbachol on SLC26A6 (A6) protein expression assayed by immunoblotting. A: representative Western blot analysis of total and surface biotinylated SLC26A6. T84 cells were preincubated with vehicle (control, CON) or 150 μM carbachol for 90 min, and then SLC26A6 protein expression was evaluated in cell lysate (total; 20 μg protein/ lane) and after streptavidin precipitation of surface biotinylated proteins from 1,500 μg of initial cell lysate (Surface) performed as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. The lower half of the same blot was probed with an anti-GAPDH antibody to verify equal loading of protein in each lane (bottom). B: densitometry of immunoblot results. Western blot band density was quantified using ImageJ software. Values are means ± SE for five different experiments (2 on plastic- and 3 on transwell-grown cells) each of which was normalized to the respective control value. Carbachol significantly reduced the amount of SLC26A6 protein available to surface biotinylation (P < 0.001, by ANOVA).](http://ajpcell.physiology.org/doi/10.1152/ajpcell.00075.2011)
recombinant PKC-δ in vitro (19, 73). Therefore, to provide additional evidence that PKC-δ is the likely involved PKC isoform mediating carbachol inhibition of oxalate transport in T84 cells, we performed studies of translocation, a hallmark of PKC activation (59). Carbachol has previously been shown to translocate PKC-δ from the cytosol to the membrane of T84 cells (74). We observed that, under the same conditions leading to inhibition of oxalate transport, carbachol also induced significant PKC-δ translocation from the cytosol to the membrane of T84 cells, thus providing further evidence that PKC-δ is the likely involved PKC isoform. Of interest in this regard is that PKC-δ mediates carbachol-induced amylase release from pancreas (54), and carbachol-induced tonic contraction of the guinea pig ileum (64).

The major parasym pathetic mediator acetylcholine is an important biological regulator of intestinal ion transport (40). Cholinergic activation by acetylcholine and other cholinomimetics (e.g., carbachol) has been shown to stimulate electrogenic Cl secretion, to promote HCO3 secretion, and to inhibit electrogenic Na absorption and coupled NaCl absorption in the intestine (6, 11, 12, 16, 30, 82). We now find that cholinergic stimulation with carbachol negatively regulates SLC26A6-mediated Cl-oxalate exchange activity in T84 cells by reducing SLC26A6 surface membrane expression through signaling pathways including PKC-δ and downstream activation of c-Src. Carbachol has been shown to inhibit rabbit ileal brush-border Na+/H+ exchanger 3 by enhancing its endocytic trafficking in a c-Src-dependent manner (55). Given the fact that T84 cells are well known to exhibit several functional properties resembling the native epithelium, including cell surface receptors (21), we anticipate that similar regulation of oxalate transport by cholinergic stimulation is likely to be active in native tissues in vivo.

As described above, intestinal oxalate secretion mediated by SLC26A6 plays a major constitutive role in limiting net absorption of ingested oxalate, thereby preventing hyperoxaluria and calcium oxalate urolithiasis (45). A role for cholinergic regulation of intestinal oxalate transport had not previously been recognized. Our finding that carbachol negatively regulates SLC26A6-mediated Cl-oxalate exchange activity in T84 cells suggests a potential role for cholinergic regulation of oxalate homeostasis. Most animal models of obesity and hyperinsulinemia are associated with increased parasympathetic (vagal) cholinergic activity (29, 32, 68). Increased tone of the peripheral parasympathetic nerves leads to enhanced release of acetylcholine, which triggers changes in the activity of various effector organs and tissues including the intestine. Obesity is a risk factor for kidney stones and obese stone formers often have mild hyperoxaluria (17, 49). From these observations, it is tempting to speculate that obesity-associated cholinergic activity might lead to acetylcholine-induced inhibition of SLC26A6-mediated intestinal oxalate secretion, thereby potentially contributing to the reported hyperoxaluria and high incidence of kidney stones in obese patients.

It should be emphasized, however, that net absorption of dietary oxalate depends on the balance between oxalate absorption and secretion in the intestine. The identity of the transporter(s) mediating intestinal oxalate absorption remain(s) unknown. However, preliminary studies in Slc26a3-null mice show a significant reduction in mucosal to serosal oxalate flux in the distal ileum and distal colon, which is associated with a significant decrease in urinary oxalate excretion (39), suggesting that Slc26a3 might play an important role in transcellular absorption of oxalate. Whether cholinergic signaling regulates intestinal absorption of oxalate remains to be studied.

Renal clearance of oxalate is largely by glomerular filtration (41), as well as tubular secretion. Oxalate undergoes bidirectional transport in the proximal tubule with overall net secretion (78). Perfusion studies demonstrate net absorption of oxalate by the S1 and S2 segments of the rat proximal tubule and net secretion by the S3 segment (34, 51). Studies in rabbit renal brush-border vesicles have identified Cl-oxalate exchange, oxalate-HCO3 exchange, oxalate-sulfate exchange, and oxalate-OH exchange (52), and depending on the transmembrane gradients for oxalate and the exchanging anion, oxalate secretion is expected with the first exchange mode and absorption with the latter three exchange modes. Slc26a6 is expressed in the apical membrane of proximal tubule cells and is capable of mediating all of the above described modes of anion exchange (14, 46, 56, 79, 81). Cl-oxalate exchange in renal brush-border vesicles from Slc26a6-null mice is completely abolished, indicating that Slc26a6 mediates all of the Cl-oxalate exchange activity in proximal tubule cells, while oxalate-sulfate exchange is partially defective (45). The role of Slc26a6 in mediating the other potentially absorptive modes of oxalate transport in this nephron segment remains unknown. Whether cholinergic signaling regulates renal handling of oxalate also remains to be studied.

In summary, we have demonstrated that cholinergic stimulation with carbachol negatively regulates oxalate transport by reducing SLC26A6 surface expression in T84 cells through signaling pathways that likely include the M3 muscarinic receptor, phospholipase C, PKC-δ, and c-Src. These findings suggest that cholinergic regulation of intestinal oxalate transport may play an important role in oxalate homeostasis and thereby could modify urinary oxalate excretion and stone risk.
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